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ABSTRACT 

A methodology for constructing portable Structured English (SE) interfaces for 
relational databases is presented. The methodology is based on translating SE 
into Reshaped Relational Algebra (RRA). 

SE is a modified subset of Natural English (in the following NE, or Natural 
Language - NL) which enables defining queries in an accurate and unambiguous 
manner. SE as a query language is believed to be a good compromise between 
the ambiguous and vague natural language on the one hand, and other formal 
languages on the other hand. The advantage of SE is emphasised especially in 
phrasing complex queries, where NE phrasing may become unclear, and phras
ing in most formal languages requires an expert's knowledge. SE enables to con
struct arbitrarily complex queries from simple sentences (consisting of a subject, 
a predicate and objects) which express the knowledge represented by a given da
tabase; these simple sentences are combined in a "natural" way by using 
mechanisms of NE like relativization and coordination. SE enables to create 
complex sentences, and to achieve relational completeness at least. The similari 
ty to NE is supposed to make SE a relatively easy and convenient tool for 
phrasing complex queries. Another disadvantage of NE systems which can be 
overcome by SE systems is portability among applications difficulties. 

RRA - the Reshaped Relational Algebra is equivalent to the regular Relational 
Algebra (RAJ, but has different operators. Its operators, most of them a 
modification of the RA's operators, are intended to follow the semantics of cer
tain NE constructs. and hence, suitable for the semantics definition of SE 
queries. For each elementary SE construct there is an appropriate RRA opera
tor which computes its intended meaning. The elementary SE constructs can be 
corn bined to form complex sentences (queries), whose semantics is given by alge
braic expressions composed of corresponding operators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A methodology based on RRA (a Reshaped Relational Algebra - [MR2], [MR3]) for con

structing Structured English (SE) interfaces for relational databases is presented. This methodol

ogy differs from the approaches used in Natural Language (NL) database query handling (e.g. 

[BF], fBLTj, [BMS, !DAM', iEPS;, [GRO], [KAP], [HAR], [HSSS], [LEH], [TT], [WALl) in several 

aspects. 

1. Because of the ambiguity and vagueness of NL, a user-system dialogue element is essential in 

NL systems. SE, on the other hand, being unambiguous and strict, enables to express accurately 

even very complex, long queries, without the need in a dialogue to reveal the intended meaning. A 

reasonable error message mechanism is sufficient. 

2. The proposed approach requires that only a restricted, well defined terminology is used for a 

given application (database). The scope of the terminology is determined by a set of simple 

English sentences (consist at most of subject, predicate and objects) - the "surface sentences'! 

which describe the database schema. Only variants of these sentences and their com binations are 

used in phrasing queries. 

3. As a consequence of the above feature, parsmg and semantic analysis are relatively simple. A 

"rough" analysis, kind of pattern matching, is enough for revealing the intended meamng of a 

query, or alternatively, detecting errors. Many difficult problems of NL processing are bypassed by 

this, and there is no need in the detailed analysis of NL constructs the other approaches are based 

upon. 

The RRA was originally defined as a tool for a compact definition of the semantics of 

ERROL (an Entity Relationship Role Oriented Language - see [MRl], [RCM]) which is an 

English-like query language over the Entity Relationship Model (ERM, see [CHE]). In this paper 

a redefined version (following [RAl]) of RRA is presented. 

The analogies to Natural Language carried by the RRA are exposed trough the ERM when we use 

distinct relations to describe both entity (object) sets and relationship (association) sets. An 
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advantage is taken of the fact that a relationship can usually be described by a "simple" sentence 

(see [BIL]). A "closed world" ([REI]) is also assumed in taking care of negation. 

RRA is equivalent (iRAI!) to the regular Relational Algebra (RA), but has different opera

tors. Its operators, most of them a modification of the RA's operators, are intended to follow the 

semantics of some T\atural English Language (NL) constructs. For each of these constructs there is 

an appropriate RRA operator which computes its meaning. These elementary constructs can be 

com bined to form complex sentences (queries), having semantics given by algebraic expressions 

composed of corresponding operators. The above set of syntactical constructs provides the elements 

for the "rough" analysis of I\L queries and proves itself as rich enough to express most queries that 

f'make sense" (Relational completeness can be achieved even by a subset of the above constructs' 

set; see [RA2]). As such, the RRA is useful both in defining the semantics for SE. and in imple

menting efficiently SE translators for interfaces to relational databases. What makes RRA more 

convenient for this purpose than RA is the strict correspondence between syntactical elements and 

operators. Using standard RA the mapping should be done to (sometimes complicated) RA expres

sions (rather than operators), but of course, it can be done. A second reason is implementation 

related; since the translation consists exactly of the RRA operations, it is worthwhile concentrating 

on an efficient implementation of RRA operators and their com binations. 

The most imponant feature of the methodology is its simplicity. It can be implemented on 

contemporary personal computers, and can be adopted to any ER-consistent ([MMR]) relational 

database by specifying its surface sentences, and their mapping to its relations. Hence, the metho

dology provides a basis for constructing domain portable systems. 

In this paper after exploring the RRA's connection to Natural Language (following [RAI]) it 

IS demonstrated how to map complex SE sentences into RRA expressions. The presentation here 

does not depend on a specific way of SE analysis, and the idea can be implemented VIa vanous 

types of language processors. Part 2 discusses the linguistic aspect of the DB information. In Part 

3 the analogy between RRA and Natural Language constructs is explained and demonstrated. 
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Part 4 explains what SE is, and Part 5 describes how to construct RRA expressions for complex 

SE sentences. In Part 6 it is shown how RRA is used for database queries and manipulations and 

Part 7 gives some conclusions. Appendix 1 gives a formal definition of the RRA (foJlowing iRAl]) 

and an application of the methodology is demonstrated in Appendix 2 via the ERROL System's 

([RCM],[IRJ) examples. 
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2.	 THE LINGUISTIC ASPECT OF INFORMATION IN THE DATABASE 

It is common among DB designers to describe a database on its conceptual level using Entity 

(Object) - Relationship (association) Diagrams (ERDs ,[CHEj) which can be viewed as a kind of 

semantic networks ([BF]) used for knowledge representation. Informally, an ERD is a graph with 

three types of nodes:
 

1) Entity sets. 2) Relationship sets. 3) Attributes.
 

The above sets consist of elements of the same type (with the same attributes). The arcs connect 

entity sets with appropriate attributes and relationship sets, and also relationship sets with their 

attributes. An example of an ERD appears in Fig. 1. The notion of an ERD can be extended 

beyond what is demonstrated here to capture more of the real world's semantics. However, even 

with its simple version the necessary ideas can be presented, and the linguistic aspect does not 

change for extended models (e.g. models with ISA relationships and weak entities). 

2.1 SCHEMA DESCRIPTION - THE SURFACE SENTENCES 

A relationship between entities can usually be described by a simple sentence with an entity 

as the subject part, the other entities participating in the relationship as objects and a predicate 

part which usually induces the relationship's name. 

For example, a mem ber in the relationship set SUPPLY can be described by the sentence 

SUPPLIER Sl:PPLIES ITEM to DEPARTMENT. or 

DEPARTMENT IS SUPPLIED by SUPPLIER with ITEM. 

These sentences can be considered as a representation of a logic's predicate which has a "true" 

value if and only if three specific entities (a SUPPLIER, an ITEM and a DEPARTMENT) 

assigned to it participate in the relationship SUPPLY. 

If the relationship has attributes, they may be com bined in the sentence: 

SUPPLIER STOCKS QUANTITY of ITEM. 
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The association between an entity and its attribute may be expressed as 

SUPPLIER HAS NAME . or SUPPLIER IS NAMED ...
 

NAME OF SUPPLIER . or SUPPLIER's NAME...
 

The above constructs can also be combined in NL sentences representing logic's predicates which 

are "true" for and only for appropriate values assigned from the database (the value is Ilfalse" for 

an assignment which does not appear in the database). The simple sentences that can be derived 

from the ERD (sentences which describe the ERD) will be referred to as the "surface sentences". 

2.2	 QUERIES AND OTHER DATA MANIPULATIONS 

A NL query usually starts with a list, the "request list", of database objects to be retrieved 

(it includes object identifications) followed by a specification of the objects. The specification part 

can be viewed as a logic's predicate. For example, let us examine the following query: 

Get NAME OF DEPARTMENT and NAME OF SUPPLIER such that 

this DEPARTMENT IS SUPPLIED BY this SUPPLIER WITH (any) ITEM COLORED RED. 

The list part consists of NAME OF DEPARTMENT, NAME OF SUPPLIER and the predicate 

part is what follows. The occurrences of the word "this" in the query connect in this example 

objects in the predicate with objects in the request list (a reference). The predicate part, being a 

specification of database facts, is a compound NL sentence which can be constructed from the sur

face sentences using NL syntactical constructs. The meaning of the query can be viewed as a rela

tion which consists of pairs of names, one of a department and the other of a supplier. For each 

such pair the predicate part has a "true II value with regarding to the database used, i.e. each 

department, which its name appears in such a pair, is supplied by the supplier, which his name 

appears in the same pair, with some red item. A possible way to compute the above (result) rela

tion is to compute an intermediate relation which includes identifiers of entities that satisfy the 

predicate, i.e. triplets of department, supplier and item. RRA has been designed to compute con

veniently such intermediate relations representing NL predicates. The correspondence between the 
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NL syntactical constructs and RRA operations enables an automatic translation of NL predicates 

to RRA expression over a relational representation of the database. 

The same predicates can be used also for specifying other types of database manipulations, 

like entity and relationship update and deletion, and relationship insertion (see [RCM]). For exam

ple, 

CHANGE TO "BLUE" COLOR OF ITEMS THAT HA VE COLOR "RED" 

The predicate part here is: 

ITEMS THAT HAVE COLOR "RED" 

Hence, RRA can also support other types of database manipulations: The predicate translation 

identifies entities and relationships, and then the appropriate operation is performed. 
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DEPARTMENT ITEM ' 

Fig. 1
 

The rectangular boxes represent entity sets;
 

diamonds - relationship sets; round boxes - attributes.
 

DEPARTMENT = DEPARTMENT(No,NAME,FLOOR); key=No. 

ITEM = ITEM(No,NAME, COLOR, TYPE); key=No. 

SUPPLIER = SUPPLIER(No,NAME,LOCALITY); key=No. 

REQUEST = REQUEST(DEPARTMENT-key,ITEM-key, QUANTITY) 

STOCK = STOCK(1TEM-key, SUPPLIER-key, QUANTITY) 

SUPPLY = SUPPLY(1TEM-key,SUPPLIER-key,DEPARTMENT-key, QUANTITY,PRICE) 

Fig. 2 

The relations representing the ERD in Fig. 1. 
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3. THE RRA OPERATORS AS MEANING OF NATURAL LANGUAGE CON

STRUCTS 

In this section it is demonstrated how a NL sentence. being considered as a logic's predicate, 

IS translated to an appropriate RRA operation computing a relation with tuples that satisfy the 

above predicate. Actually. the RRA operators presented in Appendix 1 should be considered as the 

formal semantics of the NL constructs presented in what follows (only while the NL constructs are 

being considered as predicates in the context of database queries). There is no way to prove 

correctness of the definitions, unless basing on some other formal semantics. The justification of 

the given definitions can be achieved by an empirical validation of the formulas. One can easily 

check that a RRA operation computes a relation with tuples satisfying the corresponding NL 

predicate. Assuming that the semantics is correct for individual constructs, the correctness for 

complex sentences can be proved using induction over the number of RRA operations. 

The correspondence between Natural Language and RRA is exposed when entity sets and 

relationship sets in an ERD are expressed as relations in the most straightforward way: 

For each entity set there is a relation whose attributes are those of the entities in the set. 

For each relationship there is a relation whose attributes are those of the relationships in the set, 

augmented with the key attributes in all the entity sets associated by the relationship. key attri

butes are such that given their values, an entity is uniquely specified. 

In addition to the functional dependencies implied by the keys, also inclusion dependencies are 

induced by the ERD, since the key set of an entity set contains all its occurrences in relationships 

involving this entity set. 

The relational representation of the ERD of Fig. 1 appears In Fig. 2. If the DB relations do not 

have the above shape, it can sometimes (intuitively, if inherently the DB bears the information 

about the entities and the relationships. See [MMRJ) be mapped into this form using RRA (or RA) 

operations. We shall not go into the conversion problem, and assume that the DB relations are in 

the desired form. 
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In what follows the Natural Language analogies of the RRA operations are gIven. As has 

been mentioned earlier, several classes of NL syntactic constructs are presented. Each construct 

combines NL sentences to form a more complex sentence, or modifies another NL sentence to a new 

form. In the following examples the constructs are applied to surface sentences, which are 

represented by database relations. The resulting NL sentence is, hence, represented by an RRA 

operation applied to the appropriate database relations. However, the constructs should not 

applied solely to surface sentences. They can be applied repeatedly to complex sentences to form 

more complex ones (as explained below in Part 5). 

The potential surface sentences, which are the basic elements for our NL subset are simple 

sentences with a su bject, (linguistic) predicate and objects. Either the present or the presen t con

tinuous tenses are used. This definition covers a large class of NL constructs not to be detailed here 

(For details of the NL combinations see [WIN]). Also no formal definition (e.g. a grammar) of the 

NL constructs which match the RRA operators is given here. Any attempt to make it formal will 

make it either restrictive or very complicated to follow, and hence missing the purpose of this 

description. We leave the formal definitions of NL constructs for specific implementations. How

ever, we believe that the following descriptions and examples make the issue very clear. 

It should be noted that the PROJECT operator is intended to be used upon a database rela

tion whenever this relation is needed as an operand in a RRA operation. The PROJECT operation 

extracts from a database relation the required attributes only. The RRA operators are designed in 

such way that no additional projections are needed (when a result of an operation is used as an 

operand) during the computation of a predicate. However, in the following examples which 

explain the RRA operators' meanings the database relations (rather than their projections) are 

used (and hence the resulting relations have also unnecessary attributes). The use of the PRO

JECT operation is demonstrated in Part 5 where complex NL sentences (predicate) are translated 

to RRA. 
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3.1 RELATIVIZATION AND THE NATURAL JOIN (PRODUCT) OPERATION 

We consider relativization as concaten ating two sentences in such way that the last object 

part of the first sentence is the subject of the second. There is a possibility of a relative pronoun 

addition. For example: 

SUPPLIER STOCKS AN" ITEM WHICH IS REQUESTED BY A DEPARTMENT. 

IS a combination of SUPPLIER STOCKS AN ITEM and ITEM IS REQUESTED BY A 

DEPARTME1\T. 

The meaning of the combined sentence is given by the RRA expression 

STOCK*REQUEST. 

where 

STOCK=STOCK(SUPPLIERJey, ITEM_key, ... ) 

REQUEST=REQUEST(ITEM key, DEPARTMENT key, ... ) 

Each tuple in the resulting relation includes keys of a supplier, an item and a department such 

that the supplier really stocks this item, and this item is really requested by this department. The 

embedded join in the product operation takes care that each tuple is constructed by tuples in 

STOCK and REQUEST which match on the ITEM's key. 

3.2 RESTRICTION BY A CONSTANT AND THE SELECT OPERATION 

A restriction by a constant is a construct where objects are characterized by comparing one 

of their attributes with a certain specific value (constant). 

For example 

The DEPARTMENT HAS THE NAME (EQUALS TO) Irengineering". or 

The ITEM HAS A TYPE WHICH IS GREATER THAN (» 3. or
 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A QUANTITY OF ITEMS WHICH IS SMALLER THAN 7.
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The meanings are given by the following three expressions respectively: 

selectNAME~ENGINEERING(DEPAR TMENT).
 

se!ect T YPE>3 (ITEM).
 

se!ectQUANTITY <7 (S TOCK).
 

3.3	 RESTRICTION BY A VARIABLE AND THE 8-join OPERATION 

Restriction can appear also as a comparison of an attribute with an attribute (the same or a 

different one: of another entity or of the same one). 

For example 

The EMPLOYEE HAS A NAME WHICH IS EQUAL TO A NAME OF SUPPLIER. or
 

The ITEM HAS TYPE GREATER THAN A FLOOR OF A DEPARTMENT.
 

The meaning is given by the following expressions respectively: 

EMPLOYEE Jom SUPPLIER. 
EMPLOYEE.NAME~SUPPLIER.NAME 

ITEM join DEPARTMENT. 
TypE> FLOOR 

3.4 COORDINATION 

Coordination means connecting sentences which have a common subject by using the logic's 

connectives II and ", "or" as conjunctions. 

3.4.1	 OR COORDINATION AND THE BORDERED UNION 

For example 

The ITEM IS STOCKED BY A SUPPLIER OR REQUESTED BY A DEPARTMENT. 

which	 its meaning is given by 

STOCK or REQUEST 
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The resulting relation includes tuples with keys of SUPPLIER, ITEM, DEPARTMENT such 

that either the item is stocked by the supplier or the item is requested by the department. If ITEM 

is stocked by SUPPLIER the combination ITEM, SUPPLIER appears with all the values of 

DEPARTMENT in REQUEST. Similarly, if ITEM is requested by DEPARTMENT, the combina

tion ITEM, DEPARTMENT appears with all the values of SUPPLIER in STOCK. 

3.4.2 AND COORDINATION AND THE BORDERED INTERSECTION (PRO

DUCT) 

In the case of AND coordination the PRODUCT operator which reduces to BORDERED 

INTERSECTION gives the right meaning. For example, if in the example of section 3.4.1 we 

replace the OR by an AND, the appropriate RRA expression is 

STOCK * REQUEST 

which gives all tuples with ITEM, SUPPLIER, DEPARTMENT such that ITEM is both stocked 

by SUPPLIER and requested by DEPARTMENT. 

3.5 NEGATION AND THE NOT (COMPLEMENT) OPERATION 

When the word "NOT" appears in a sentence the meaning of the sentence turns to its logical 

complement. Assuming that the DB includes true facts and what is not included is not true (The 

closed world assumption [REI]), the complement operator enables us to compute the opposite 

meaning of a sentence. 

As we have seen, the meaning of 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS AN ITEM 

is given by the relation STOCK. In STOCK all the facts about "who" stocks "what" are kept. The 

meaning of the opposite sentence 

The SUPPLIER DOES NOT STOCK AN ITEM. 

is all the relevant pairs of "who" and "what" which do not appear in STOCK. This is accepted 
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by the following expression: 

not{SUPPLJER !SUPPLJER-key],ITEMiITEM-key]} (STOCK). 

REMARK: \\'hen a NL expression is a combination of negation and coordination it can be con

verted using the De-Morgan formulas. This property is induced on the RRA for the NOT, BOR

DERED UNIOK and BORDERED INTERSECTION. 

3.6 SET COMPARISON, UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS AND THE SET JOIN 

(GENERALIZED DIVISION) 

Set comparison is not "natural" in l\L, but is equivalent to universal quantifiers likE- "all", 

"at least", "more than" etc.) which appear frequently. The sentence 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS ALL THE ITEMS 

can also be phrased as 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET OF ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS THE SET OF (all) ITEMS 

The operation which gives all the suppliers satisfying this sentence is the SET-JOIN 

STOCK set - Jom ITEM 
STOCK.ITEM-key:>ITEM.ITEM-key 

Suppose now that we want to check which supplier stocks all the items that any other sup

plier supplies. Such supplier can be characterized as follows: 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET OF ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS 

THE SET OF ITEMS SUPPLIED BY A (any) SUPPLIER 

The operation which gives all the suppliers satisfying this sentence is again the SET-JOIN: 

STOCK set- join SUPPLY 
STOCK.ITEM-key :>SUPPL Y.ITEM-k.y 

A special case of this construct is the following: 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS ALL THE ITEMS THAT HE (the same supplier) SUPPLIES 

or 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS 
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THE SET OF ITEMS Sl;PPLIED BY HIM (same supplier) 

Such a supplier is characterized by a similar RRA expression. but now the same SUPPLIER-key 

attributes should appear in both STOCK and SUPPLY. As a consequence the embedded join is 

activated and the division is automatically followed by a selection of tuples such that the first and 

the last supplier are the same. This issue called referencing is explained in Section 3.9. 

3.7	 AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS AND THE AF OPERATORS 

Aggregate functions (AF) are related to operations performed on sets. In NL their names 

appear as common nouns like SUM, NUMBER OF (COUNT), MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AVER

AGE, etc. with a well defined meaning. AFs may also appear as adjectives (e.g MINIMAL, LARG

EST, SECOND LARGEST) 

For example: 

The SUPPLIER IS SUPPLYING A NUMBER (COUNT) OF ITEMS... 

(The three dots mean that usually there is a continuation of such construct, e.g., 

the SUPPLIER IS SUPPLYING A NUMBER OF ITEMS WHICH IS GREATER THAN 100.) 

or 

The MINIMAL QUANTITY OF (any) ITEM STOCKED BY (any) SUPPLIER... 

or 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS A SUM OF QUANTITIES OF ITEMS ... 

The respective AF operations are 

COUNTITEM_k,~(SUPPLY) 

MINQuANTITy(STOCK)
 

SUMQUANTITY(REQUEST)
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3.8 SUMMARY OF BASIC CONSTRUCTS 

The meanings of NL constructs expressed by respective RRA operations are summarized in 

the following table. 

Examples NATURAL LANGUAGE (Syntax) RRA (Semantics) 

... ITEM HAVING 
COLOR = "RED" 

Restriction by a constant Select 

fl- join (parameters: 
=, of, >, <, ;?, ~) 

Product (reduces to 
Natural-join) 

Product (reduces to m
tersection) 

Bordered union (Or) 

Complement (Not) 

Set-join (Generalized 
division; parameters: 
=, 7'=, ,~, c, ~, C) 
AF: sum, mIn, max, 
count 

.. .ITEM HAVING 
COLOR = COLOR OF 
ITEM... 

.. .ITEM REQUESTED 
BY DEPARTMENT 
MANAGED BY EM
PLOYEE... 

" .DEPARTMENT RE
QUESTING ITEM... 
AND MANAGED BY 
EMPLOYEE... 

Restriction by a variable 

Relativization 

AND coordination 

...DEPARTMENT EM
PLOYING EMPLOY
EE... OR HAVING LO
CALITY... 

...DEPARTMENT 
NOT REQUESTING ... 

OR coordination 

Negation 

...SET ITEM CON
T AINS SET ITEM... 

...SUM QUANTITY... 

Set comparison (Universal Quantifiers) 

Aggregate function 

The RRA RENAME and PROJECT do not have matching NL constructs within our 

correspondence, but they are necessary: the first one to modify attribute names not taking part in 

an embedded join (see Section 3.9); the second - to drop unnecessary attributes from relations tak

ing part in an RRA expression. 
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3.9 THE REFERENCE AND THE EMBEDDED JOIN 

Referencing is common in NL and means referring to an element mentioned in the text. It 

appears as personal or demonstrative pronouns (e.g. via expressions like "the same", "the above", 

"that", "him", etc). 

For example, 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM WHICH IS SUPPLYED TO IT. 

"to IT" means referring to the same department mentioned at the beginning of the sentence. 

Computing tuples which satisfy such sentence as a predicate, is equivalent to computing 

tuples which satisfy the following predicate: 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM WHICH IS SUPPLIED TO (any) DEPARTMENT. 

and then selecting only the tuples where the two departments' values are the same. 

The RRA was designed to take care of references automatically. It is done by a natural join 

operation embedded in the RRA's operators (see definitions in Appendix 1). All that should be 

done is to rename with the same name the entities' IDs involved in referencing. Since the embed

ded join is automatically performed on attributes with the same names, the desired result is 

achieved. 

The RRA expression for the example above is the following: 

REQUEST*SUPPL Y 

where 

REQUEST=REQUEST(DEPARTMENT-key,ITEM-key, ) 

SUPPLY=SUPPLY(ITEM-key, ... ,DEPARTMENT-key, ) 

and the product operation reduces to a natural join over DEPARTMENT-key and ITEM-key. 

Hence, the resulting relation consists of tuples such that each of them has a DEPARTMENT and 

an ITEM (IDs), where DEPARTMENT both requests ITEM and is supplied with ITEM. 
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4.	 WHAT IS STRUCTURED ENGLISH (SE) ? 

Instead of introducing a formal definition of SE we prefer to gIve here an informal descrip

tion which spans a framework for this notion, but not the most general possible. It is not even 

clear whether there exists a good exhaustive formal definition SInce more constructs can be bor

rowed from NE, and also non NE elements can be added to SE. 

The framework presented here consists of the linguistic elements and constructs shown in 

parts 2, 3, with the addition of some non NE elements. So, for our purpose Structured English con

sists of all the sentences (viewed as logic's predicates) that can be constructed using the following 

elements: 

4.1	 SIMPLE SENTENCES 

A relationship among entities, and a connection between an entity or a relationship and its 

attribute IS expressed as (possibly part of) a simple sentence with a subject, predicate and 

object(s); unless temporal aspects are defined explicitly, present or present continuous tenses are 

used; e.g. 

- item is a component of (another) item 

- item is supplied by supplier to department 

- color (is an attribute) of item 

- department has (as an attribute) a name 

- supplier stocks item in quantity 

4.2	 RELATIVIZATION 

Simple sentences can be chained by letting an object of one sentence be the subject of the 

next one (with the possible addition of a relative pronoun); e.g. 

- Department requests item which is stocked by supplier 
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4.3	 RESTRICTION 

Entities or relationships' occurrences can be selected by specifying values for attributes; e.g 

- item has a red coJor 

- supplier has a name which is identical to the name of (another) suplier 

- item is stocked by supplier in quantity which is greater than 3 

These selections can also be phrased using the common mathematical comparison operators. The 

above examples can, hence, take the following form: 

- item has a color="red ll 

- supplier has a name = name of (another) suplier
 

- item is stocked by supplier in quantity> 3
 

4.4	 COORDINATION 

Coordination means connecting sentences with a common subject by the logic's connectives 

"and", "or" as in the following: 

- item has a red color or is supplied to department 

- supplier stocks item and supplies item 

4.5	 NEGATION 

Negation is applied to sentences in the usual form used in NL; e.g. 

- item does not have a red color 

- item is not a component of (another) item 

4.6	 BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS 

Combinations of "and", "or" connectives and negation may create complex, ambiguous sen

tences. In order to resolve this ambiguity an operator precedence should be determined. A reason

able one is that common in programming languages and mathematical literature: "not", "and", 

"or". This default can be modified using the usual paren theses:
 

- supplier supplies item or ( has the name "tom" and does not stock item colored "red")
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4.7	 BRANCHING CONTROL 

Branching happens when a simple sentence which has more than one object (when the 

respective relationship involves more than two entities) is chained over its object(s). This can cause 

an ambiguity, which can be resolved using parentheses. For example 

- supplier supplies item stocked by (another) supplier which supplies red item to the engmeenng 

department 

This can be interpreted also as 

- supplier supplies to the engineering department item stocked by supplier which supplies red item 

The ambiguity can be resolved, choosing the second meaning, as follows: 

- supplier supplies item ( stocked by supplier which supplies red item) to the engineering depart

ment
 

In this example the entire characterization of the first item occurrence is put in parentheses.
 

4.8	 UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS and SET EXPRESSIONS 

Universal quantifiers are elements like "all", "at most" etc. For example 

- supplier who stocks all the items stocked by supplier named "tom" 

This sentence can also be expressed using explicit set comparison:
 

- supplier who stocks set of items which contains the set of items stocked by supplier named "tom"
 

4.9	 AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS 

Aggregate functions mean expressIOn like "number OPI, "sum OPI, "minimal number opt, 

"average" etc. which are common in NL. 

- the number of items which have type "a" > (is greater than) 100 

- supplier who stocks items in sum of quantities = 20 

4.10	 REFERENCING 

Referencing means referring to an element mentioned III the text. It appears as personal or 

demonstrative pronouns: 
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- department is supplied with item requested by the abov_ejepartment (it)
 

- supplier stocks all the items supplied by him
 

In more complex cases, where ambiguity can occur or more than one referencing is required it can
 

be done using compact, unambiguous "referencing symbols". The above examples can take the fol


lowing forms:
 

- department(x) is supplied with item requested by department(x)
 

- supplier(y) stocks all the items supplied by supplier(y)
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5. THE RRA EXPRESSIONS OF COMPLEX STRUCTURED ENGLISH SEN

TENCES 

\Ve demonstrate here an algorithm for constructing the RRA expressIOn which glves the 

intended meaning of an SE sentence (which expresses a logic's predicate). 

The algorithm which views the SE sentence as a tree, can be executed by scanning it once, 

but will be described here as consisting of several steps for clarity. The description here is informal, 

and given through three examples, which cover most of its details and use all the basic constructs 

of Part 3. 

The correctness of the algorithm (which means computing the intended meaning of a given 

sentence) can be proved by induction on the number of RRA operations (number of basic con

structs) needed in the computation. The arguments given in Part 3 for the correctness of the indi

vidual operators are used as the basis for the induction. 

Exarnple 1: Suppose we want to construct the RRA expression of the following sentence: 

"Departments requesting any item which is supplied by supplier located in HAlFA, to 

department which requests all the red colored items ll 
. 

Step 1: TRANSFORMATION INTO BASIC ELEMENTS 

This transformation takes off all the unnecessary elements III the sentence and leaves its 

skeleton only. The skeleton consists of the ERD elements (conceptual DB schema names) com

bined by the SE query structural elements. The more sophisticated the transformation mechanism 

is, the more flexible SE constructs a system can handle. The methods for carrying out such 

transformations are out of this paper's scope and depend on the specific version of SE being used. 

For a straightforward version of SE this transformation is trivial. 

The transformed sentence is: 

DEPARTMENT REQUEST ITEM SUPPLY SUPPLIER LOCATION = "HAIFA", 

DEPARTMENT REQUEST SET ITEM CONTAINS SET ITEM COLOR = I!RED". 
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This sentence (as the original one) describes a"~alk" through the ERD with possible 

"jumps" in attribute and set comparisons, and also where there is a branching due to non binary 

relationship. The last kind of jump, due to SUPPLY, appears after the constant "HAIFA". 

Step 2: RENAMING 

Renaming is used to prevent unnecessary embedded join operations by the RRA operators. 

Attribute renaming is performed while passing the sentence in its usual order. Entity-names are 

considered as entity-key attributes. The renaming is the following: 

DEPARTMENT-key -> Xl DEPARTMENT-key ---> Xs 

ITEM-key -> X2 ITEM-key 

SUPPLIER-key ---> X3 ITEM-key 

LOCALITY ---> X4 COLOR 

Step 3: PROJECTION 

Temporary relations are constructed from the renamed DB relations by taking projections 

over the renamed attributes only. A projection of a relationship-relation is taken when ever its 

name appears In the sentence, and a projection of an entity relation - when its name appears 

together with at least one of its attribute names, or without any of its relationship names: 

In the example it is the following: 

REQUEST -> T j (Xj,X2) REQUEST ---> T 4(xs,X6) 

SUPPLY ---> T 2 (X2,X3,XS) ITEM -t T S (X7,X8) 

SUPPLIER ---> T 3(xs,X4) 
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Step 4: BUILDING THE SENTENCE'S HYPER-J']tEE (HT) 

We present the sentence as a Hyper-Tree, built using the following rules: 

1.	 Each Xj occurrence in any T j is a node. 

2.	 Each constant is a node. 

3.	 Each Tj is a "fat" hyper-arc consists of its attribute's occurrences. 

4.	 Attribute occurrences with the same name, which represent the same element occurrence lD 

the sentence aTe connected by a "thin It arc. 

5.	 An attribute and a constant, two attributes or two sets with a comparison operation between 

them are connected with a "thin" arc. 

6.	 Two "fat" arcs can be connected by one "thin" arc at most (there can be several nodes in a 

"thin" arc). 

The HT becomes directed by letting the first occurrence of the first attribute in the sentence 

to be the root. The HT of the example appears in Fig. 3. 

select 

-+---- ~·HAIFA" 

__-----... select 

-1---- "RED" 

Fig. 3
 

The Hyper-Tree of Example 1.
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Step 5: MARKING THE THIN ARCS WITH RRA_OPERATORS 

Decomposing the transformed sentence into basic constructs it is easy to check that there is a 

natural one to one correspondence between the basic constructs and the thin arcs in the HT. Let 

us mark the thin arcs with RRA operators which match the corresponding basic constructs, as 

shown in Fig. 3. 

Step 6: CONSTRUCTING THE RRA EXPRESSION 

Actually, the construction has been started in defining T 1 to T s. It continues by collecting 

the RRA operators on the thin arcs of the HT, moving from the leaves to t.he root, using the 

neighboring "fat" arcs as operands. Hence, presenting the RRA expression as a sequence of (calcu

lated) temporary relations the remaining ones are the following: 

T 6 (X3) = se/eetx.=HAlFA (Ts ) T 9 (xs) = T 4 set- join Ta
{xd :J (X7)
 

T 1 (X2,X3,XS) = T 2 *T6
 T lO (X2,X3,XS) = T 1 *Tg
 

Ta( X1) = se!ectxs=RED( T s )
 RESULT = T 11 (Xl,X2,X3,XS) T 1 *T IO 

Example 2: 

In this example appear all the basic constructs of Part 3 that do not appear in the previous 

example. This implies the addition of some more types of elements to the Hyper- Tree. 

The sentence is the following: 

"Department ( located in floor lower than the floor of department requesting number of 

items greater than 20, or ( not supplied by supplier named TOM, and has the name 

ENGINEERING )).11 

Note that the paren theses are necessary here to make the sentence unam biguous. 
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Step 1: TRANSFORMATION INTO BASIC ELEMENTS 

After transforming it to its skeleton the sentence take the following shape: 

DEPARTMENT (FLOOR < FLOOR DEPARTMENT REQUEST COl'1\'"T ITEM> 20 

OR ( NOT SUPPLY SUPPLIER NAME = "TOM" 

AND NAME = "ENGINEERING" )). 

Steps 2,3: RENAMING AND PROJECTION 

DEPARTMENT-key -+ Xl COUNT ITEM --+ X6 

FLOOR --+ X2 SUPPLIER-key --+ X7 

FLOOR -+ Xs NAME --+ Xs 

DEPARTMENT-key -+ X4 NAME --+ Xg 

ITEM-key -+ Xs 

DEPARTMENT -+ Tdxl,X2) SUPPLY --+ T4 (X l ,X7) 

DEPARTMENT -+ T2(xs,X4) SUPPLIER --+ T S (X7,XS) 

REQUEST DEPARTMENT --+ T 6 (Xl,X9) 

Steps 4,5: CONSTRUCTING THE HYPER-TREE MARKED WITH OPERATORS 

The OR and the AND operators bring new types of arcs to the HT. They are denoted graph

ically as triangles directing the operations' results towards the root. The triangles' vertices are 

nodes representing the same attribute. 

Also the AF operators are denoted as triangles pointing to the node in a IIfat" arc which 

represents the relation's attribute to be replaced by the AF (i.e., Xs ): The replacing attribute 

(i.e., X6) is represented by a node in the AF's triangle. 
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The example's HT appears in Fig 4. 

select 
>-+- 20 

select 

-+-----ItTOM" 

-+-- ItENGINEERINGIt 

Fig. 4 

The Hyper-Tree in example 2. 
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Step 6: THE RRA EXPRESSION 

The AF operators differ from all other operators in the fact that they always should be 

evaluated before their neighbor operator in the direction of the HT's leaf (This causes a replace

ment of an attribute in the AF's operand represented by the "fat" arc neighboring the AF's trian

gle by the root's direction). 

The RRA expression is represented by the renammgs and projections III Steps 2,3 together 

with the following sequence of operations which is derived from the HT above. 

T j (j- join T IO 
:t2<1:3 

Example 3: 

The following example contains referencing (see section 3.9). 

"Department requests item which is supplied to IT." 

This can be rephrased as follows: 

"Department(x) requests item which is supplied to department(x)." 

The symbol x (referencing symbol) indicates that the marked entities are involved in referencing. 

The two department occurrences should be renamed with the same name. Since the embedded join 

is automatically performed on attributes with the same name, the desired result is achieved. 

Applying the algorithm here is as follows: 
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Step 1: TRANSFORMATION TO BASIC ELEMENTS 

DEPARTMENT(X) REQUEST ITEM SUPPLY DEPARTMENT(X). 

Step 2: RENAMING 

DEPARTMENT(X)-key XI--7 

ITEM-key X2--7 

DEPARTMENT(X)-key XI--7 

Not that because of the reference the two occurrences of DEPARTMENT have the same 

renaming. 

Steps 3-6: PROJECTING AND GETTING THE RRA EXPRESSION 

REQ DES T --7 T I ( Xl' X 2 ) 

SUPPLY T2(X2,xd--7 

The RRA expression is 

and the product operation reduces to a natural join over Xl and X2' 
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6.	 QUERIES AND DATABASE MANIPULATIONS 

Till now we have dealt with computing a relation which its tuples consist of attributes' 

values satisfying a predicate expressed in SE. Phrasing a query, we are usually interested in values 

of additional or different attributes connected with the entities and relationships which appear in 

the predicate. For this purpose we can use a mechanism which already exists in our method - the 

referencing mechanism. 

For example, 

"get name of department and name of item such that THIS item IS requested by the ABOVE 

departmen t." 

Usually there is a clear separation between the list of requested attributes (the request list) and the 

predicate, like in this exam pIe by the word "such ". It is convenient to keep this separation in the 

transformed sentence which can be (depending on specific implementation) the following: 

GET - NAME DEPARTMENT(X), NAME ITEM(Y) - ITEM(Y) REQUEST DEPARTMENT(X) 

All that is left to do is to continue with the usual procedure, and to join (by PRODUCT) at the 

end all the temporaries which are derived from the request list together with the temporary which 

is the result of the predicate. 

Also other manipulations can be carried out usmg the predicate part as an instrument for 

identifying entities or relationships (finding values of keys) to be modified. 

For example, 

"Change to blue the color of all red items ll 

The transformed sen tence can be the following; 

CHANGE - ITEM(X) COLOR="BLUE" - ITEM(X) COLOR="REDII 
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7.	 CONCLUSION 

A simple methodology for manipulating relational databases by SE was presented. The 

methodology is based on RRA whose operators give the intended meaning of the basic SE con

structs. The direct, simple translation to operations upon the database enables the construction of 

compact and efficient interfaces. 

The methodology's simplicity enables to implement application independent SE systems by 

allowing external knowledge definition (the simple sentences which describe the schema). The 

methodology has been developed and implemented during the ERROL project. ERROL (an Entity 

Relationship Role Oriented Language) is a restricted, relational-complete version of SE. The 

ERROL System is basically an application independent SE, Entity- Relationship interface over a 

relational database (I ALP]' [COR], IIR]). The compactness of its code enables to implement it 

(together with its multiuser relational database management component) on contemporary per

sonal computers.
 

The examples in parts 6,7 expressed and executed in the ERROL System appear in Appendix 2.
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APPENDIX 1: THE RRA - RESHAPED RELATIONAL ALGEBRA 

The RRA is equivalent to the RA and has similar operators. Some of its operators are almost 

identical to those of the traditional RA and some of them are extensions of the RA's (See [PIR)). 

The main difference lies in an implicit join operation embedded in binary operations. This embed

ded join is due to references (lithe above", "that", lithe mentioned ") which appear in NL (see in 

the paper, section 3.9). Another feature of the RRA operators is fact that attributes which have 

taken part in comparison operations do not appear in the resulting relation, since they are not 

needed later in the computation. A different operator is the NOT (complement) operator which 

expresses NL's negation. This operator enables RRA to express the RA's subtraction. 

Operators which extend the scope of the usual RA are the AGGREGATE FUNCTION 

operators which can be viewed as both RRA's and RA's. 

1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

A relation consists of a name, structure and value. 

Notation: S(R), V(R) are the structure and value, respectively, of a relation with the name R. 

(a domain is any set of objects of the same type). 

Let also 

Then, Ris denoted also as R(A); 

def 

S(R) = {x: D,I x E A} = {A;: DA ./ i=l...n}; 

def 

V(R) {t: A ---> U D,I t (a "tuple") is a total function over A, which maps each x E A 
,E A 

to an element in D,}; 

In the following sections the RRA operations are defined. The result relation of any operation will 

be denoted R', S', V' for name, structure and value respectively. 
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2. RENAMING 

LetR=R(A) 

M: A -> B such that M(A;) = B j , i=l, 2, ... , n. 

Then 

S' = S(R') = {M(x):Dri x E A} = {B;:DAi ! i=l, ... n} 

V' = V(R') = {t':M(A) -> U Dr: (::1 t E V(R))(\i x E A)(t'(M(x)) = t(xJ)}. 
x E A 

3. PROJECTION 

Let R = R(A) 

A' cA. 

Then 

R'=R[A'] or R'=projectA'(R) 

S' = S(R') = {x: Drl x E A'} 

V' = V(R') = {t': A' -> U Drl (::1t E V(R))(\f x E A')(t'(x) = t(xm. 
rEA' 
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4. SELECTION 

Let R = R(A U {a}) 

a f!. A 

c = const. 

Then 

where B E {=, oF, <, >, ~, ? }
 

S'=S(R')={x:Dzi x E A}
 

V'= V(R')={t':A-+ U DzI(3t E V(R))I{t'=t[A] /\ t(a)Bc)}
 
z E A 

where t [A] is the restriction of t on the domain A. 

5. PRODUCT (NATURAL JOIN, CARTESIAN PRODUCT, INTERSECTION) 

where A, B, C are disjoint. 

Then 

S' = SiR') = S(Rd U S(R 2 ) = {x: Dzi x E A U B U C} 

V'=V(R')={t':AUBUC-+ U Dzi
 
z E AUBUC
 

where t' [A ') is the restriction of t' on domain A ' c AU BU C. 

REMARKS: 

1) This operation is equivalent to the traditional Relational Algebra Natural join over B. 

2) If B = 0 it reduces to the regular Cartesian Product. 

3) If A = C = 0 it reduces to the regular Intersection. 
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6. BORDERED UNION or OR 

where A, B, C are disjoint. 

Then 

S' = S(R') = S(R j ) U S(R~) = {x: D,I x E A U B U C}
 

V' = V(R') = {t': A U B U C -t u D,I (3 t j E V(Rd)(3 t~ E V(R z))
 
, E AUBUC 

REMARK: If A = C = 0 it reduces to the regular Union. 

7. ATTRIBUTE JOIN or 8- JOIN 

where A, B, C are disjoint. 

D have elements of the same type.al , D a2 

Then 

R' = R] join R z 
G) 8a 2 

8 E {=,-:p,<,>,~,~} 

S' = S(R') = {x: D,I x E AUBUC} 

V' = V(R') = {t': AUBUC -t U D,I (3 t] E V(Rd)(3 t z E V(R z)) 
"'EAUBUC 

REMARK: If B = 0 it reduces to the regular 8-Join. 
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8. SET-JOIN or GENERALIZED DIVISION 

where A, B, C, D J , D 2 are disjoint and 

there exists a one-to-one - on mapping f 

D ' D have elements of the same type.
Z1 Z2 

Then 

R' = R J set-join R 2 where 6 E {= 1=1=, :J, c, :J, c}
 
D1 6D 2
 

S' = S(R') = {x: Dzi x E AUBUC}
 

V' = V(R') = {t': AUBU C -> U Dzi
 
zEAUBUC 

where se!ectA'=t/A,!(R(A)), A' C A stands for repeated 

selectz=t[z) of R(A) over every x E A'. 

REMARK: If B = 0 it reduces to a regular Generalized Division. 
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9. COMPLEMENT or NOT 

Let R = R(A), R. = R.({x}) and x EO A' c A.
 

Then
 

S' = S(R') = {x: D./ x EO A'}
 

V' = V(R') = {t': A'-; U D.I (\I x EO A ')(:3 t. EO V(R))
 
• EA' 

(t'(x) = tI(x)) f\ t'i V(R[A '])} =
 

x V(R.)- V(R IA '])
 
z E A' 

where" x It stands for the regular Cartesian Product, and It_It stands for the regular Subtraction. 

10. AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS (AFs) 

Let R = R(AU{u}), u i A 

where AF E {SUM, COUNT, MAX, MIN. .. } 

Then 

R' = AFa(R) 

S' = S(R') = {x: D.I x E A' = AU{AF_u}} 

V'= V(R')={t':A'-; U D.! (:3tEO V(R)) 
z E A' 

(t'[A] = t[A] f\ t'(AF_u) = AF(V((seleetA=tIAj(R)}[uJ)))}.
 

REMARK: When AF = SUM, the Itselect lt and "project" should be modified; its results are mul

tisets rather than sets.
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APPENDIX 2: ERROL EXAMPLES 

The methodology described in this paper has been implemented In the ERROL System 

(ERROL - an Entity Relationship Role Oriented Language - IMAR]'IMR1J,[IR]), which is a 

DBMS over the Entity-Relationship Model, consisting of an ER interface over a relational data

base. ERROL is a version of SE as describes in Part 4 of the paper. 

Examples 1,2,3 of Part 5 in the paper and the example of Part 6 are demonstrated here via 

the ERROL System's sessions in examples 1,2,3,4. For each example the compiler output and the 

query computation are displayed. The ERROL to RRA compiler output consists of a sequence of 

RRA operations, a renaming table (correlation symbols) and a table of the projected relations 

(operational scheme). 

REMARK: 

The temporary relations' indexings in the paper's body and here are different SInce the 

ERROL translation is performed in one step. 



---------------------------
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-------- ---------- ---------

----- ------- ---------

___

EXAMPLE 

> Get department requestinG item supplied by supplier havinG 
> locality ~ "haifa" to department requesting set item contains 
> set item having color = Ilred il 
> /c+ 
***************** COMPILER OUTPUT ***************** 

The sequence of operators : 

project (t3 ,supplier) 
select (t4 I t3 ,x3 ,"haifa U , =) 
project (t2 ,supply) 
product It5 ,t4 ,t2} 
project (t7 ,item) 
select(t8 ,t7 ,x? ,llred ll ,=) 
project (t6 ,request)
 
divide(t9 ,t6 ,t8 ,x5 ,x6 ,contains)
 
product (t10 ,t9 ,t5)
 
project (t1 ,request)
 
product ~11 ,t10 ,t1)
 
print_in(t11 ,nil)
 

The correlation symbols
 

c_symbo1 org_name c counter op_ref 
-

xO department 2 0 
xl item 2 0 
x2 supp1 ier 2 0 
x3 local ity 1 1 
x4 department 2 1 
x5 item 1 1 
x6 item 1 1 
x7 color 1 2 

The operational scheme: 

relid counter c_symbo1s 

tl 1 xO xl 
t2 1 xl x2 x4 
t3 1 x2 x3 
t6 1 x4 x5 
t7 1 x6 x7 

> /x+
 
supplier entity
 

Isno I name I locality
 
1------1 1 
I I I 
I 11111 I 0 fer I~h-a--'i--'fo-a---
1222221yosi Ihaifa 
1333331moshe lako 
1 I 1 _ 

t3 relation 

Ix2 Ix3 
I I 
I11111 I"-h-a-'-i~f-a---
I 222221 haifa 

1333331ako 
I 1 ___ 

t4 relation 

Ix2 
1------1 
1111111 
1222221 
I I 

supply relationship 

Isno lino Idno IquantitYlpricel 
1------1------1__1 I I 
1------1------1------1 1 1 
1333331123451222221 21 1001 
133333J123451333331 21 100/ 
1333331123461222221 21 1001 
1333331123461333331 21 1001 
1------1__1__1 1 I 

t2 relation 

1xl Ix2 Ix4 
1 I 1 I 
1123451333331222221 
1123451333331333331 
1123461333331222221 
1123461333331333331 
1 1 1 I 

t5 relation 

Ix1 Ix4 
I 1
1--1-

item entity 

lino 1name Ico1or Itypel 
I I I I I 
1------1 I 1 I 
1123451auto Ired IA I 
1123461bolt /b1ue IA I 
1123471screw Igreen IB I 
I I I 1 I 

t 7 relation 

Ix6 Ix7 
I I 
112345Ir~-e-d~---

1123461b1ue 
1123q71 Green 
I 1 _ 

t8 relation 

Ix6 Ix7 
I I 
I123451-re-d-:--- 

request relationship 

Idno lino 1quantity I 
I I-----  I I 
1 1------1 I 
1111111123451 51 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 
1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 
I------I ____ I I 

t6 relation 

I x4 Ix5 I 
I I I 
1111111123451 
1111111123461 
1222221123451 
1222221123461 
1333331123451 
1333331123461 
I I I 

t9 relation 

Ix4 
1 1 
1111111 
1222221 
1333331 
I I 

t10 relation 

Ix1 
I 
I 

request relationship 

Idno lina Iquantityl 
1_---1------1 1 
1------1------1 I 
1111111123451 51 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 
1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 
I I 

t1 relation 

IxO Ixl 
I 1 I 
1111111123451 
1111111123461 
1222221123451 
1222221123461 
1333331123451 
1333331123461 
I 1 I 

It11 relation 

IxO 
1 
I 

t 11 relat ion 

\ 1department I
 
I I
 
I I
 

-l:' 

• I 



---------------------------

-------------------------

--------

----- ------- ---------

EXAMPLE 

> get department ( having floor < floor of department requesting
> 

count item> 20> or not suppl ied by supplier having name = "tom"
 
> and having name = "engineering" )

> /c+ 

***************** COMPILER OUTPUT ***************** 

The sequence of operators : 

project (t4 ,request)
 
count (t5 ,t4 ,x5 ,x4)
 
select (t6 ,t5 ,x5 ,20 ,>)
 
project (t3 ,department)
 
product (t7 ,t6 ,t3)
 
project (t2 ,department)
 
t join(t8 ,t2 ,t7 ,xl ,x2 ,<)
 
project (tlO ,supplier)
 
select (tIl ,tIO , x7 ,lItomu ,=) 
project (t9 ,suPPly)
 
product (t12 ,t11 ,t9)
 
not (t13 ,t12)
 
project (t14 ,department)
 
select (t15 ,t14 ,xB t "engineering" ,=) 
product (t16 ,t13 ,t15)
 
or(t17 ,tB ,t16)
 
print_in(t17 ,nil)
 

The correlation symbols 

c_symbo1 org_name c_counter op_ref 
---------- -----_ ... _ -

xO department 4 0
 
xl floor 1 1

x2 floor 1 1

x3 department 2 1
 
x4 item 1 1

x5 cnt item 1 1

x6 supplier 2 0
 
x7 name 1 1
 
x8 name 1 1 

The operational scheme : 

relid counter c_symbo1s 

t2 1 xO xl
 
t3 1
 x2 x3
 
t4
 1 x3 x4 
t9 1 xO x6 
tlO 1 x6 x7 
tl4 1 xO x8 

> /x+ 
request relationship 

Idno lino Iquantityl 
I 1 I I 
1--1--1 I 

IlllTlll2:i"451 5 I 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 

1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 
1__1__1 I 

t4 relation 

Ix3 Ix4 I
 
I I I
 
1111111123451 
1111111123461 
1222221123451 
1222221123461 
1333331123451 
1333331123461 
1__1__1 

t5 relation 

1x3 I x5 
1__1__ 1 

1111111 21 
1222221 21 
1333331 21 
I I I 

t6 relation 

IX3 
1 

I 

department entity 

Idno Ifloorlname 1 
I I I 1 
1---1 1 1 
IllTlll---rllmanpower I 
1222221 221production 1 
1333331 33 Iengineering I 
1__1__1 I 

t3 relat ion 

IX21x3 
1_'__1 
1111111111 
1221222221 
1331333331 
1_1__1 

t7 relation 

Ix21 
1_1 
I 1 

department entity 

Idno If100rlname 
1__1 1 
1 I I 
1111111 ~ I-m-a-n-p-o-w-e-r-
1222221 221production 

1333331 331engineeringl 
'__1__1 I 

t2 relation 

IxO Ix11 
1 I 1 
1111111111 
1222221221 
1333331331 
1 I I 

tB relation 

IxO 
I 
1 

supplier entity 

Isno Iname Iloca1ity 
I 1 1 
I 1 I 
111111/ofer I~h-a-'-i~fa---
1222221yosi Ihaifa 
1333331moshe lako 
1 I 1 _ 

t10 relation 

1x6 I x7 
I 1 
Ill1111-o-=-f-er--
1222221yosi 
1333331moshe 
I 1 _ 

t11 relation 

Ix6 
1 

1 

supply relationship 

Isno lino Idno Iquantitylpricel 
I I I 1 I I 
1--1--'--1 I I 
1333331123451222221 21~1 

1333331123451333331 211001 
13 33 331123461222221 21 1001 
1333331123461333331 21 1001 
1__1__1__1__- 1 1 

t9 relation 

IxO Ix6 I 
1__1__1 

1222221333331 
1333331333331 
I I 

t12 relation 

IxO 
I
 
I
 

t 13 relat ion 

IxO I
 
1 I
 
1111111
 
1222221
 
1333331
 
I I 

department entity 

Idno Ifloorlname I 
1 I I I 
1--1 I 1 
111111 1--1-11manpower I 
1222221 221production I 
1333331 331 engineering I 
1__1__1 I 

t14 relation 

I xO IxB 1 

I I I 
/llllllmanpower I 
1222221production I 
1333331engineeringl ~ 

I I I P 
t15 relation 

IxO 1 

1 I 
1333331
 
1 1
 

t16 relation 

IxO 1
 

1 1
 
1333331
 
I I 

t17 relation 

IxO 1 

I I 
1333331 
1 I 

tl7 relation 

Idepartment 1 
I 1 
133333 1 
I I 

, I 



, , 

EXAMPLE 3 

> get department (x) requesting item supplied to department (x) 

> Ic+ 
AAAA**~~~******** COMPILER OUTPUT ***************** 

The sequence of operators : 

project(t2 ,supply) 
project (t1 ,request) 
product(t3 ,t2 ,t1) 
print_in(t3 ,nil) 

The correlation symbols 

c_symbo1 orG_name c counter op_ref 

xO 
xl 

department 
item 

3 
2 

o 
o 

The, operational scheme : 

relid counter c_sYmbols 

t1 

t 2 I 
xO 
xl 

xl 
xO 

> Ix+ 

supply relationship 

Isno lino Idno Iquantitylpricel 
1__1__1__1 I I 

I I I I I I 
1333331123451222221 21~1 

1333331123451333331 21 1001 
1333331123461222221 21 1001 
1333331123461333331 21 1001 
1__1__1__1 I 1 

t2 relation 

Ixl IxO 
1__ 1__1 

1123451222221 
1123451333331 
1123461222221 
112346[333331 
I I I 

request relationship 

Idno lino Iquantityl 
1__1__1 1 

I 1 1 I 
1111111123451 51 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 
1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 
1__1__1 I 

t 1 relation 

I xO I xl I 
I I 1 
1111111123451 
1111111123461 
1222221123451 
1222221123461 
1333331123451 
1333331123461 
I I I 

t3 relation 

IxO 
I 1 

1222221 
1333331 
I 1 

t3 relation 

I department J 

I 1 
122222 I 
133333 I 
I 1 

...::
, Iv 



-------- ---------- ---------

---------
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£XI\MPL£ 4 

> get name of department (x), name of item requested by department (x) 
> (c+ 
~**************** COMPILER OUTPUT ***************** 

The sequence of operators : 

project(t1 ,department) 
project(t3 ,request) 
project(t2 ,item) 
product(t4 ,t3 ,t2) 
product (tS ,tl ,t4) 
print_in(tS ,nil) 

The correlation symbols 

c_symbol org_name c_counter op_ref 

xO name 2 o 
xl department 2 o 
x2 name 2 o 
x3 item 2 o 

The operational scheme : 

relid counter c_symbols 

t1 ,,0 xl1 I 
t2 1; ,,2 x3
 
t3 1 x3 xl
 

> (x+
 
department entity
 

Idno If100rlname I
 
I I I I 
1 1 I I 
I111111--1-1 Imanpower I 
1222221 221production I 
1333331 331engineeringl 
1__1__1 I 

tl relation 

IxO Ixl 
I I 1 
lengineeringl333331 
Imanpower 1111111 
Iproduction 1222221 
I I I 

request relationship 

Idno lino IquantitYI 
I I I I 
I=::I=::I I 
1111111123451 51 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 
1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 

t3 relation 

1,,3 1xl 
1 1 1 
11234511111ll 
1123451222221 
1123451333331 
1123461111111 
1123461222221 
1123461333331 
I I I 

item entity 

lino Iname 
I I 
1--1 
1123451auto 
1123461bolt 
1123471 screw 
I I 

Icolor 
1 
I 
Ired 
Iblue 
Igreen 
1 

Itype I 
1 I 
I I 
I-A---I 
IA I 
IB I 
I I 

t2 relation 

1,,2 Ix3 I 
I 1 I 
lauto 1123451 
Ibolt 1123461 
Iscrew 1123471 
1 1 I 

t 4 re la tion 

~ 
-..::

1xl 1x2 
I 1 
Il1l11l-a-ut'--o--
1111111 bolt 
1222221auto 
1222221 bolt 
1333331auto 
1333331 bolt 
I 1 _ 

tS relation 

I xO Ix2 
I 1 
lengineeringlauto 
lengineeringlbolt 
Imanpower lauto 
Imanpower Ibolt 
Iproduction lauto 
Iproduction Ibolt 
I 1 

_ 

_ 

t5 relation 

I name Iname 
1 1-----, 
lengineeringlauto 
lengineeringlbolt 
Imanpower lauto 
Imanpower Ibolt 
Iproduction lauto 
Iproduction Ibolt 
1 1 

_ 

_ 


